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ANALYSIS OF WIND-TUNNEL STABILITY AND CONTROL TESTS IN TERMS
OF FLYING QIMLITIES OF FULL-SCALE AIRPLANES
By GERALDG. KAYTKN
SUMMARY
fie analytis c$ re8ult8 of wind-tunnel 8taMliiy and control
#estaof powered airplane nmde18in tern-uof thejlying qualitim
of full-scale a.irpla.neais admcated. In order to indicati the
top”c.supon which cinnmenti are conkdered desirable in the re-
port of a wind-tunnel stability and control inw&gation and to
demonstrate the nature of the 8ugge8tedanu@&, the pre8ent
NA(7A $~”ngquditie.s requirement are di8cu88edin relation
to wind-tunnel tests. Generalprocedwea for the estimation of
$ying quaLitie8from mind-tunnel te8t8are outlined.
~TRODUCTION
At the Laboratories of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics and. at laboratories maintained by various
universities and independent agencies, wind-tunnel tests are
often made to investigate e the stability and contrcd charact er-
istics of particular airpkme designs. “Upon these tests are
based, to a large degree, the decisions regarding changes and
improvements necessary in ordm tA make the fired product a
satisfactory airplane. Unfortunately, ho-ivever, the test re-
suksi are m most cases not presented in such a mmner as to
permit heir immediate use in making these decisions; in-
‘ stead, the wind-tunnel data are usually presented in coeffi-
cient form in a voluminous series of curves and tables.
As judged in flight testing or service, the flying- qualities
of an airplane are characterized not by dimensionkxs coefE-
cients but by forces, velocities, accelerations, angles, and other
measurable quantities which actually define the stability and
control oh.aractwistics of an airphne in flight.
Various means may be employed for determining from
wind-tunnel test data the particular dimensional values
describing the airplane’s flying qualities, but this type of
audysis has not generally been considered the provinco of
wind-tunnel peTSOnnd. It is believed, however, that the
value of wind-tunnel tests wodd be increased considerably
if an analysis of this nature were imduded in every stabfity
and control investigation. Although the +mIysis would
augment rather than replace the measured data as usually
presented, the greater portion of the wind-tunnel report would
consist of 8 discussion of the actuzd flying qudit.ies of the
airplane. The inclusion of such a discussion wouId eIiminate
the confusion oftm caused by mere presentation of the
test remdts, facilitate the practical application of tunnel
data, and provide assurance that no flight difficulties will
pass undetected because of failure to put the accumulated
information to its proper use. Moreover, test programs d+
signed for this purpose cou.Id be planned more efficiently with
regard to the amount of required testing. Many programs in
the past have been Iaid out arbitrarily without a complete
understanding of the manner in which the resulting data
should be appIied. This lack of understand~ has at times
resulted in insufEcient data concerning trim conditions and
considerable unnecessary data for untrimmed ocnditions.
The purpose of this paper is to outline a suggested form
of presentation of the results of a stability and control inves-
tigation in terms of flying qmditiee as de.6ned @ .refereme 1
and to systematize and review briefly the analytical work’
requked for this type of presentation. LNOeffort is made to
specify deilnite test procedures.
Reference 2 contains a review of testing technique for use
with powered wind-tunnel models and a fairly complete dis-
ction of most of the standard tests necessary for the ml-
lection of data used in the suggested amdy%. It should
prove useful in the preparation of any stability and control
t~t progrwn. Although @ht measurements and observa-
tions are made with respect to the airplane body ases, the
use of the “stability” axes as recommended in reference 2
wiU probably be satisfactory for the nomml range of test
conditions, and these axes are used throughout the present
paper.
It is asamed that alI necessary tumd corrections will be
made before any amdysis is attempkd and that the measured
data will be sufbiently accurate for use in predicting flight
charactqiatics with reasonable precision.
The NACA requirements for satisfactory flying qualities,
as explained in “detaiI in reference 1, are used as a basis for
the procedure suggested herein and ~nstitute the list of sub-
jects on which it is believed comments should be made in the
presentation of wind-tunneI data reIating to stability and
control. The complete series of tests is not considered essen-
tiaI for every airplane; the list of requirements is included in
its entirety for the purpose of pointing out the desired form
of analysis for any phase of stability and ccntrol investigated.
It is realized, of course, that the requirements for satis-
factory flying qualiti= may undergo constant revision with
time. By methods simiIar to those indicated in the present
paper, however, wind-tunnel tests may be used for the in-
vestigation of any revisions of the present requirements
or for the investigation of a completely different set of
criterions.
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For purposes of clarity and convenience, each of the present
NACA flight requirements is given k“ the text, accompanied
by recommendations regarding its relation to tunnel test~~.
Unless otherwise specified or implied, the requirements
shoulcl be investigated for all conditions of flight, speciaI
attention being given the conditions that appear to be “the
most critical.
COEFFICIENTSAND SYMBOLS
a.irphme. weight, pounds
area of wing (unless accompanied by subscript a, e, or r
denoting aileron, eIevator, or rudder), square fret
wing span, feet
mean aerodynamic chord (M. A. C.), feet
root-mean-squme elevator chord, feet
root-mean-square aileron chord, feet
root-mean-square rudder chord, feet
tail length (distance from center of gravity to elevator
hinge line), feet
angle of stabilizer setting with respect to thrust line,
degrees, positive When leading edge is up
aileron deflection, degrees, positive when trailing edge
is down
elevator deflection, degrees, positive when trailing edge
is down
rudder deflection, degrees, positive when trailing edge
is to left
airplane angle ot attack (thrust line), degrees
angle of attack at taiI, degrees -”
angle of sidedip, degrees, positive when right wing is
forward
angle of yaw, degrws, positive when left wing is
forward (*= –p)
airspeed, feet per second
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot
()dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot ~ pV2
airplane mass, SIU9, (W/gJ
()
-m
relativedensity factor
m
Lift
()lift coefficient —qs
pitching-moment coefficient about center of gravity
(
Pit&ing moment
qsc )
rolling-moment coefficient about center of gravity
(
Rolling moment
!l~ ) .
yawing-moment coefllcient about center of gravity
(
Yawing moment
qSb )
lateral-force coticient (
Lateral force
@ )
rolling velocity, radians per second
elevator hingt+moment coet%cient
Elevator hinge moment
( qz,zbd )
aileron hinge-moment coefficient
Aileronhinge moment
( qz.~b. )
tidder hinge-moment coficient
(R_e~t)
h))rcdliug-moment coefficient due to rolling ~a ;&
(())
w,yawing-moment coefllcient due to rolling --~
~ ~\=
stick force, pounds
Iincm trawl at top oi control~siick, feet
change in hinge-morncnt coefficient per dcgrm clmIlgo
in angle of attack
maximum allowable load fa ctqr
change in pitching-moment cocfl-lcient pcrdcgmc chango
in stabilizer setting
change in elevator hinge-moment coefficient pcr clcbwc(3
change in stabilizer setting
mxwleration of gravity, f@ pcr second pcr second
change in nornml acceleration, g units
time, seconds
DETERMINATION~OFLYINGQUALITIES
The requirements for satisfactory flying qua]itics of tiir-
planes lmvc becu given in reference 1 umkr tluwc main
headings,, namely:
I. Requirements for Longitudimd StabiIit.y ml Contrul
II. Requirements for Lateral Stability and Control
III. Stalling Characteristics
The present paper follows t.bc outline of roferwcc 1 and each
of the flying-qurdity requirements is quotod directly.
I. Requirements for[Longitudinal Stability and Control.
Requirement” ~(1-A).—Characteristics of uncontrolhd
longitudinal motion.
‘TVhen elevator control is dcflectcd and rclmsccl quickly,
the subsequent variation of normal ucc.c+ration and rhxntur
angle should have completely diaappcwred af k’r on(’ cyclr.! f
The technique of applying wind-tmmd data to flight has
not yet developed to a state sufficiently advanced for tlw
qnantitativc investigation of the short-pwiod oscillation with
controls free, which is the important factor in the com$idwn-
tion of this requirement.
Control-free stability has bum shown in rcfcrcnce 3 and
by recent unpublished investigations not to dcprml m criti-
cally upon the stability characteristics of W nirplanr us ulmn
the design of the control systxm, pFIrticularly upon thc weigh ~
moment, the aerodynamic balance, and t lw friction. Three
factors must therefore be considered in any special study of
this requirement. .Work is now in progress nt W Langley
Laborator~ for the purpose of establishing proccdurm t,o nmkc
such studies practicable.
Requirement (I-B) .—Characteristics of elevator control
in steady flight.
I–B–1. “The variation of elevator angle With speed shouhl
indicate positive static longitudinal stability for the foIlowing
conditions of flight:
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a. With engine or engines idling, flaps up or down,
at- all speeds above the staIL
b. W7th engine or engines deli-re~~ power for level
flight with flaps down (as used in landing approach),
landing gear down, at all speeds above the stall.
c. With engine or engines delivering full Fewer with
flaps up at alI speeds abo-re 120 percent. of the minimum
speed.”
For each of the specified flap and power conditions, data
are assumed to be avaiIable in the form of pitching-moment
and hinge-moment coefficients against lift coeilkients, as
shown in figure 1. These curves may be obtained either
from constant-power test runs or from cross-plotted comtant-
thrust ckita. In the absence of definite idling data for the
engine-propeller combination, the zero-thrust condition is
considered a satisfactory representation of the idli~~
condition.
The slope of the curve of Cmagainst CL is a -ialid measure
of static st abiIity in power+n flight only where ~m= O. The
slope at the trim point might be considered for each of a
number of elevator settings, but a curve of & against CL or
airspeed represents a more direct comparison viith f3ight and
is usefuI in investigating several other requirements. The
curve shown in figure 2(a), which vw obtained by cross-
plotting for C.=0 on figure 1, posse$ses a negative slope
indicative of the required stable variation. The curve should
be plotted to the sta~ in ev-ery case; although fulLpower
stability below 120 percent of the minimum speed is not an
rdxdute requirement., it is highly desirable.
A suftlcient number of ele~ator deflections within the trim
range should be tested to provide for a dependable curve of
& against CL or air,speed. Complete test runs with elevator
deflections that wilI not provide trim in the flight range,
however, are not necessary and need not be made. For
the investigate ion of elevator effectiveness at high deflections
for landing conditions and maneuvers, tests need be made
only at high lift coefficients.
In addit ion to the regular elevator runs, one set of measure-
ments should be taken for the investigate ion of the take+ff
requirement, as e-splained in item O–E).
The terms %inimum speed” and “masimum speed” as
used in this and subsequent requirements should be inter-
preted as the minimum and maximum speeds spec%ed by
the designer or estimated for the airplane in free air. (In
WA test, the maximum and minimum values referred to are
for the particular flap position and power being investigated.)
Conditions spectied in terms of percentages of minimum or
maximum speed should be represented by using the lift
cofients corresponding to the appropriate fall-scale speeds
at the appropriate altitudes, no attempt being made to use
small-scale tunnel data for the determination of maximum
and minimum speeds. If, however, the Iift coefficient for
a condition near minimum speed falls on a nonlinear portion
of the model lift curve, representation of this low-speed con-
dition should not be attempted and a higher-peed condition
shouId be substituted.
The center-of-gravity position considered as critical in the
investigation of static stability should be that specified by
the designer as the most rearward posifion.
Of considerable value in a study of this sort-, particukdy
since the ilnal airplane loading conditions are generalIy not
established at the time of the wind-tunnel t ests$ is the- deter -.. __~
minat,ion of the most rearward center-of-gravity position for
neutral st.abiIity. The distance, in chord lengths, from thjg
neutral point to the center of gravity under consideration is
the so-called static margin. With power off, the static
margin may be considered numerically equal, but- opposite
in sign, to the slope of the pitching-moment curve at Cm= O,
and the neutral point may be located. by adding this value
to the center of gratity about which the moments are plotte-d.
This procedure is not correct for constant-power operation
because of the effect upon stability of the diflerent tail loads
associated with trim at different center-of-gravity locations.
The power-on neutral point can be determined by plotting
dC= -
ZL against two or three center-of~vity Fositions and
extending the curve to ~=0. As demonstrated in refer-
ence4,thiscurve wilI be a straight Line, provided that the
taiI-Iift curve is linear.
In order to use wind-tunnel data in this mann&, it is not
necessary to recompute the pitching. moments for each
horizont~ center-of-gravit y location. A graphical method
is illustrated with the curves of figure 1, vihich are for a 0.25c
center of gravity. It is desired, for example, to find the
neutral ~oht at C.=0-6. From the FOint at which cL=O
and Pm= O, straight lines are drawn radiating outward
and intersecting curves for various elevator angles at
CL=O.S. For ~,=– 6°, the pitchirq-moment slope is –0.095.
The sloFe of the radiat@ line. for this point is 0.103.
The slope about a center-of-gravity location of 0.147c
(0.250 –O.103=0.147j, then, is equal to –0.095–0.103 =–0.19S-
l?or 6,= —3°, the measured slope is —0.104 and the slope
of the radiating line is 0.03!2, giving a pitching-moment
sIope of —0.136 about a 0.218c center of gravity. Rep-
etition of the process for 66= 0° and 3C=2” supplies the
data for the curve of dCn .d~~ awwt” center ‘f ‘atity ‘hO’lR --
infigure3(a).Ik&ended to zero slope, this curve shows
the neutral point to occur at 0.372c. The procedure should
be repeated for se-reral lift. coefficients, permitting the con-
struction of a curve of neutral points plotted against lift
coefficients-
If the pit thing-moment curves are so shapecl that the
radiating lines may be drawn tangent to the curves, the
slope of each radiating line is numerically equal (but opposite
in sign) to the static margin for the Iift coefficient at the
point of tangency, and the neutral point is cletermined -t&h
no further consideration of different center+f~vit y
locations. Figures 3(b) and 3(c)Wstrate the determina-
tion of neutral points by this method. (The dashed lin& _._.
represent pitchii-moment curves and the did lines A
and B are the radiating tangent Iines.)
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FImm 2–Elevatce a.ndes and stfek forces for Mm.
Both methods involving the radiating lines are based upon
the “rotation” method of moment transfers. This method is
subject to some ‘error at Yery high lift coeficienta inasmuch
as it neglects the pitching moment due to drag. Aa shown
in reference 5, however, the method is sticienfly accurate
for use in the foregoing 8na1ysis.
It is possible to express the graphical method illustrated
in figures 1 and 3(a) in terms of a mathematical formula
involving the slopes of the pitching-moment curves for any
two elevator settings at the speded lift coefHcient, the two
pitching-moment coef%cients, and the lift coefficient. Thus,
for a given lift ccwf3icient the static margin is found by the
foIIoming expression:
~~#)B.g(#JA
Static margin= ~C
(ti).-%-r$),+% ‘1)
where 0=4 and C& are the memmed pitching-moment coef-
ficients for the two curves at the given lift coefficient, and(%).a”’($ame the pitching-moment slopes at each
point.
If equation (1) is appIied to the curves of
0~=0.8 and elevator curves of –6° and –3°,
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figure 1 for
0.083
~ (_().1()4) –~ (–0.095)
Static margin= “
–E+O.lQd i 0~s5
‘0”095 0.83
=0.123
The neutral point., then, is
37.3 percent JL A. C.). This
at 0.250+0.123=0.373 (or
point agrees with the value
found graphically in figure 3(a).
(a) Pltohfngmomealt dope a38fnst centard-an~m 1~
(b) Detecmb.tion of neutral pofnt from pftcldns-moment mm%. IMed poweq Wlter d
mb at 25 w-t M.A. CL; fim neutral.
(e) Varfatfon of nentrd smfnt wfth lLft =ffIc@nt. Ested smwm @u neutral.
Romm 3.—Detecmfnation of nentml pofnt.
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When consideration of verticrd center-6f~atity movemeat
is necassary, as it may be for an airplane on which large
vertical center-of-gravity movement is possible, the procedure
can be repeated for two or three vertical locations arid a
locus of neutral points (which theoretically should be a
straight line) can be set up for c~ch clesircd lift coefficient.
Reference 4 coutains m explanation of this method, as weIl
as a more complete discussion of the determination of neutrtd
points from wind-tunnel data.
I–B-2. “ThG variation of elevator control force with speed
should be such that pull forces are required at all speeds
below the trim speed ancl push forces arc required at all
spmds above tho trim speed for the conditions requiring
static stability iu item 1.”
Mthough this requirement is shown to be met if, for each
of the specified conditions, tlm elevator-free (Ckc= 0) pitching-
moment curve cross-plotted as shown on figuro 1 crosses
the zero ordinate only when it possesses a stable slope, sub-
sequent requirements make it desirable to plot an actual
curve of stick force against trim airspeed. This curve
(fig. 2(b)) is obtained by converting to forces the hinge-
moment coefficients for trim at diflcrent lift coefficients
(fig. 1) and should be draw for different trim-tab, flap, and
power conditions.
The requirement should be studied for the trim-tab, set-
tings giving trim s,t appropriate ranges of speed in each
condition. In the absence of reliable test data for various
tab settings, reasonable estimates may be maclc from the
ttib-neutral data, by proper adjustment of the fige-moment
curves to simulate the effects of small tab changes. The
shift in the hinge-moment curve may not be constant
throughout the speed rm.ge but will depencl on the dynamic-
pressure ratio at the tail.
I–B-3. ‘The rnugnitudc of the elevator control force
should everywhere be sufficient to return the control to its
trim position.”
Figure 2(b) shows u curve of stick force plotted against
trim airspeed, as used in item I–B-2. In the abseuce of
quantitative information concerning friction in. the elevator
control system, a value of 0.05pound per mile per hour, as
suggested in reference 1, maybe used as a minimum value for
Lhe slope near trim of the curve of elevator stick force against
airspeed (fig. 2(b)).For” very larg-e airplanes, howzver,
this amount may not be sufficient.
I-B-4. “It should be possible to maintain steady flight at
the minimum and ma.xinmm speeds required of tl:e airplane.”
Examination of curves of elevator deflection against lift
coefficient (or airspeed) of the type shown in figure 2(a)
will supply the desired information. It is assumccl that the
tests are macle at a Reynolds number suilkiently high that
data near the stall will be fairly reliable.. ‘When these data
aro not available, the minimum-speed trim cannot be in-
vestigated unless the curves can be extrapolated beyond the
model stall.
Requirement (I-C) .-Charactwistics of the eIevator con-
trol in accelerated flight.
I-C-1. “By -use of the elevator control alone, it should be
possible to dovelop either the alIowable load factor or the
maximum ]ift coefficient at every speed.”
Although it maybe desirable to chwk this rcquircnwn~ tit
several lift coefficient, an investigiitiotl at only onc criticnl
lift coefficient is necessary if the previous stat ic-stidjilit.y re-
quirements haie been met. The inititil lifi. cocrlcicnt. to l.w
c.
studied will be CL=r~T. The modr!~ nnwngcnlc’nt cwwid- L
. .
ered in the accehratt!d flight studies shouh[ bc thaL cwm-
sponding to the nirphmc in its mruwuvoring conditim].
Reference 6 gives a method for cst imat.iug the elcvntor
deflections required for di~mcnl nornml ncceirrations in a
pull-up maneuver. 11’itll h slight variation, tho mctlwd can
be applied to stetidy-turn rnancuvcrs. IL is possible tu JX’-
armnge and simplify the formuln of rcfw-cncc 6, mprcssi]]g iL
in a form more suitable for usc with wind-t unncl Jilt u for a
particular airplane. The required clmngo in rlevtitc)r deflec-
tion can then be determined graphically from the equation
(2)
where Ad.is the chrmge in elevator dciktion from trim SCL
ting at the initial lift coc&ient Rnd Acm is cqui’mhint to the
static pitching-moment codllcient at the finnl lift cofllcicnb
with the elevator set for trim rit the initial lift. coclTwicnt.
Some cliffcrence mRy exist bet.wccm computat ions mfldc for
steady turns and for pull-ups bccausc of the diffwxwc iu [hc
change in angle of attack at the tail duc to the curved pa(h
Aal. In a steady turn tightening from C’Lto CLmm,
(Aat_ 57.3cL~Lmu_ CL )2pc~
IIL general, unless the amount of stutic stability and the rcln-
tive density are quite small, the diflwencc between the t.lvo
maneuvers will be slight enough to pwmit cwwrngc of the
various accelerated-manwvm rcquiremrnts by the musidera-
tion of the steady turn alone, and the rxmnplw giwm in tlm
foIlowing parRgraph me confined to this mnnruver. If iL is
desired to investigate the pull-up from CL to CLMm,,UM
identical procedure may bc used but the cl)angr in mglo of
attack at the tail will be
‘“”W%-’)
In both maneuvers, the ILorn-mlaccckration
and the eha.ngc in normal ac.celerat ion, if a start from lCVC1
flight is assumed, will be
C.m
“’=-Z–– 1
In the follo~tig steady-turn cxa.mplm, sca-low:l opcralion is
assumed. It should be remembered, hmvcvm, thnl Lhc
altitude must be taken into account in any nclmd
investigation.
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FIGtXE. 4.—Pitching-moment and hinge-moment cumes for a iypiml IXhter akpkne. &--O”;
J. -m; T. -0.
The clet ermination of the ele-rater characteristics in
accelerat ecl maneuvem involves the use of pitching-moment
and hinge-moment curves for both stabilizer and elevator
variatio~, as shown in figures 4 and 1. These curves should
be plotted for a constant thrust coefficient, the value of
which is det wmined by ~L and the tat ed power for the
maneuvering condition. If the initial lift coeflhient investi-
gated is 10T (as may be expected in the case of purstit
ahpkines if Norma] values of load factor and CL_ are used),
the thrust coefficient may be suftlciently close to zero to
permit the use of idling or zero-thrust data.
As indicated by the equation, the elevator deflection muej
supply enough pit chhg moment to balance the two factors
dcmAC’. and Acq ~. The amount of deflection necessary to
balance AC. is merely the difference between the elevator
settings for trim in steady fLight at CL and at CL~u. The
additional deff ect ion is required to o~ercome the damping
of the horizontal tail. @’or a conventional airplane, the
damping effects of the wing, fuselage, and other airpkne
components are considered negligible in comparison with
tlie damping of the horizontal tail.)
The use of equation (2) cm best be demonstrated by a
sample solution for a steady-turn maneuver for a 6000-
pound airplane with a tail length of 16.5 feet and a wing
area of 250 square feet- The airplane has a maximum up-
eIevat.or travel of 25° for a 10-inch travel at the top of the
control stick, tith an essentiality linear variation of 66with z.
Pkh&mornent and hinge-moment coefficients for the
maneuvering condition are shown in figures 1 and 4. If a
maximum lift coefficient of 1.5 and an allowable load factor
of 9 are assumed, the lift coefficient investigated is CL= ~
=0.17. Figure 4 gives
–0”028 as ‘he ‘due ‘or %.
The relativedensity factor
6000
‘=32.2 X0.002378X250X16.5
=18.99 at sea level
The term
w.-L3cL(~-+LLo.02,–Aat~– Zp
=57.3X0.17 1.50 0.17 0098
37.98 ( )Cri-im “-
=0.063
The elevator setting for trim at. C“L=O.17is1.8”,as shown by
point Ainfigure 1. The setting for trim at ~L=l.5 (yoint B)
vrould be —S.6°. .Adding a pitching-moment increment
of 0.063 at this point results in point C, which shows the
elevator angle required for the maneu~er to be —12.5°. A
total upward deflection of 14.3°” flom the original trim
position is required; this deflection is within the limit of
available tra-rel.
I-C-2. “The variation of elevator angle with normal.
acceleration in steady turning flight at any given speed
should be a smooth cur-ie which everywhere has a stable
slope.’S
II all previous criterions are assumed satisfied, this require-
ment will be met if the pitching-moment, curves of &ure 1
and t-he mriation of C. with & rmcl with it a-s determined
by cross-plotting from figures I and 4 are all smooth curves.
If so desired, the method used in item I-C–1 tan be
applied by keeping ~L constant at any value and by using
in place of CL~u 8 lift coefficient that gives any particular
value of As=. lrarious normal accelerations can be used and
plotted against the required ekator angles as in figure 5.
FIGFIM &—E1entorde!lectiomin steadr-tmnmauenrus.
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I-C-3. “3?or airplanes intended to have high rnaneuver-
abflity, the slope of the elevator-angle curve shoukl be such
that not less than 4 inches of rearward stick movement is
required to change angle of attack from a CL of 0.2 to CL~ti
in the maneuvering condition of flight.”
The elevator deflection for the steady turn starting from
. C~=O.2 in straight flight and tightening to C~~ti may be
taken directly from figure 5. The angle can be converted
to stick movement by consideration of the mechanical
linkage, data for which were previously given. Figure 5
shows the deflection to be 14.1°, corresponding to a stick
movement of 5.6 inches.
I=CA. “AS measured in steady turning flig~t, the change
inmmnral acceleration dmuldha proportional tmthe elevator
control force applied.”
If curves of C* cross-plotted against & for Cn=O (as repre-
sented in fig. 1) are smooth, this requirement will be met,
provided tlmt requirement I-C-2 has been satisfactorily
fuMlled,
I-C-5. “The gradient of elevator control force in pounds
per unit normal acceleration, as measured in steady tun~g
flight, should be within the following limits:
a. For transports, heavy bombers, etc., the gradient
shouId be less than 50 pounds per g.
b. For fighter types, the @adient should be leas than
6 pounds per g.
c. For any airplane, it should require a steady pull
force of not less than 30 pounds to obtain the dlovrable
load factor.”
Although this item may be irivestigated for several initial
lift coefficients, them-y indicates that the force per unit nor-
mal acceleration is independent of the trim speed, neglect@
compressibility eflects. Unless ~he elope of the pitching-
moment and hinge-moment curvw varies appreciably with lift
coefficient, the force h pounds need only be computed for the
elevator deflection required for the development of allowable
load factor (item I-C-l). This force should be leM than
6Aa. for pursuit typee,less than 50Aamfor heavy bombers, and
more than 30 pounds in any case.
The stick force for the maneuver may be computed by the
equation
(3)
where
ACh= difference between C~, for the initial elevator set-
ting at CL and C~, for the find elevator setting
at C.- (item I-&l)
The operation of the suggested formula can be demon-
strated by an ex~mple applied .to the airplane investigated
in “item I-G1. The root-mean-square~hord of the elevator
is 1.4 feet and the elevator span is 13 feet. The difference
between C*8at point A and O*, at point C (fig. 1) measures
0.0286; figure 4 gives
–0”0006 = ‘he ‘a]ue ‘or%’ The
computations then proceed as follows:
=0.524
=-0.0013
w/Js 0000
~ PP=~=250X0.17 =141.2
F=o.524x (0.0286–0.0013jx141.2X(L4}’x~3
=51.5 pounds
The force gradient, then, is
51,5
~-=6.4 pounds pm g,
which is reasonablj close to the spccifkd limit for p u reuih
a.irplanesj and tho force is greater than 30 pounds.
It is possible, through the use of the principle of axis rot&-
tion employed in item I–B-1, to investigate the elevator
deflections and stick forces in accelerate.1 nmncuvms for any
center-of-gravity position. If, for e..amplc, the slcady-twrn
maneuver discussed in the previous pmagraphs were investi-
gated for a center of gravity located at 21.8 percent of t.hc
mean aerodynamic chord rather than at tbc 25-percent posi-
tion used in @ure 1, the radiating line reprcxmting R fonvmd
center-c&gTavity movement of 0.032c (fig. 1) would bo used.
At G= Q.17, this line shows the elevator setting for trim d
the new center-of-gmtity location to be 1.5°. At CL= 1.5,
the distance CM= O.0G3 (the damping term Aa~
*’ ‘l’ich
for practical purposes may bo considwcd independent of
center-of-gravity position) is measured from the radiating lino
rather than from the C~=O axis and indicates a final clrvator
setting of —16.7°. The hinge-moment cocflkicnts for
6.= 1.5° at (7L=0.17 and for 8,= —16.7° at CL=l.5 arc now
used instead of points A and C to determine tlw wduo of
AChtb beusedinplace of 0.0286 in tho stick-force equation.
Requirement (1-D) .-Churactl’ristics of the clcsator con-
trol in landing.
I-D-1. “(Applicable to airphmea with conventioml land-
ing gear only.) The ~vator control sho[dd be sufllcicnt.ly
powerful to hold the awplane ofl the ground until tluvc-point
contactds made.”
I-D-2. “(Applicable to airplanes with nose-whw-l typo
landing gear only.) The cdevatorcontro] should be sutTcicntly
powerful to hold the airplane from actual contact with tho
ground until the minimum speed required of thc tiirplanc is
attained.”
The elevator eflectiwmess ‘in the preaencc of the ground
may actually be investigated by use, for cxa.mplc, of thr pinto
method described in rcf erence 7 or of the combination half-
ground-board and image model as ernploycd in rcfwcnco 8.
These procedures, however, should not bc necessary for con-
sideration of the landing requirement. Through the usc of
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the methods and data of re.kmce 8, the change in angle of
attack at the taiI Aa4 can be estimated. The elevator defkw-
tion for the landing can then be found in the same manner as
point C on @ure 1 @em I–Gl) by use of Aa~ ~ as the
pitching-moment inmement. For the case of the hmding
requirement, however, the data used will be for the flapdown
idling conditio~ and the lift coeftioient will be either the air-
plane maximum lift coefficient or the lift co&cient corre-
sponding to the angle of attack determined by the three-point
ground angle of the airplane at rest. Extrapohition beyond
the modeI stall maybe necesary for the representation of the
fuU-scale hmding condition.
I-D-3. ‘Tt should be possible ta execute the landing with
an elev-ator conhcd force which does not exceed 50 pounds for
wheel-type controls, or 35 pounds where a stick-type control
is used.”
The stick force for Ianding can be computed from equation
(3) where
Ache eIevator hinge-moment coefikient (yzith stabilizer
or trim tab set for speed of approach) for elevator
deflection and lift coefficient (item I–D-1 or
I-D–2) required for landing
Acq change in angle of attack of tail computed for
item I–D-1 or I–D–2
The remaining terms have already been defined in
item I-G5.
Requirement (1-E) .—Characteristica of elewtor control
in take-off.
KDuring the take-off run, it ahou~d be possible to maintain
the attitude of the airplane by means of the elevatcm at
any -due between the level attitude and that corresponding
to maximum lift after one-half take-off speed has been
reached.”
For an airplane with a conventional landing gear, force
and moment measurements at a= 0° should be made for
the take-off condition with the eIevator set at the matium
a~ailable positive deflection and the. center of gravity at its
most rearward position. The po-iver condition represented
should be that corresponding to take+ff power at one-half
take-off speed. The measurements should, if possible, be
made in the presence of a ground board or some simihtr
device. In the absence of actual ground representation, an
approximation may be made neglecting the slipstream dis-
placement and the resulting change in eIevator effectiveness.
By the same method as that employed in item I-D-1,
Aa, due to the presence of the ground can be ~timated.
The effective pitching-moment coefficient Cm’= Cm+Aat ‘~1
= is obtained from curves similar to figure 4 but for
‘here %
the correct power condition. This coe5cient can be converted
to an effective pitching moment l?’= C@’@c, where ql
corresponds to the sea-leveI dynamic pmmre at a speed equal
to one-half the take-off speed. The lift at this speed is
Ll=g,CJ; it is believed that the ground effect on lift is
sufficiently smaII that it may be ignored in this problem.
A
< ::
d P= WJ
--
Pw=W-L1
FIGmK 6.—LfAhut”@ru ‘CPIIh3Kf~5itY rektmP.
. . ...— ___
Figure 6 presents a sketch showing the information neces-
sary for the study of the criterion. The normal force at the
wheel Pm equals W’-L. The friction force Pr=jP*t
w~emj is & ~e.flicimt of rolling friction, the value of which
can be obtained from reference 9. The requirement is met
if the term M’+hPw-tPr does not have a positive value.
U the sample airplane ia used as an example, it may be
assumed that: The viha of Cm and CL are measured as
—032 and 0.40, respectively; the dynamic pressure at one-
hdf take-off speed is 6.0; reference 8 shows CW=5.6”; curves
similar to figure 4 for the flaps-neutral, take-off power amdi-
d(l
===–0.040; h= 1.1 feet and ~=4.9 feet; and
‘Iom ave d~,
reference 9 givea j = 0.03. Then,
0~’=–0.32+5.6(– O.04)
=–0.54
M=-0.54X6.0X250X6.45
= —5225 foot-pounds
~=6-OXO.40X250
=600 pounds
Pm= 6000– 600
=54oo pounds
P,=O.03X5400
=162 pounds
.lf’+h~w-tP,=-5225+ (1.1 X5400) – (4.9X 162)
=–5225+5940–794
= —79 foot-pounds
The total pitching moment has a negative ~ahe, and the
requirement is met.
If the geometry of the airplane is such that the weigl%
moment in the thre-point attitude appears sufficiently
increased to overbalance the diving moment (which in the
three-point attitude is increased considerably because of th~
airplane’s stabtity and the more potent ground effect), t&
procedure may be repeated for this attitude.
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For an airplane vith a tricycIe landing gear, a similar
amdysis may be made. In this case, however, the critical
angle of attack will be that determined by the three-wheel
ground angle, and the most forward center-of-gravity posi-
tion will be critical for ‘a given~airplane weight. IWmimurn
up-elevator deflection is required here rather than maximum
dowmeLevator deflection, and the reqtiernent will be met if
the resultant pitching moment is greater than zero in a
positive direction.
Requirement (I-F) .—Limits of trim change due to power
and flaps.
I-F–1. “lTit.h the air~lane trimmed for zero stick force
.
at any given speed and using any combination of engine
power and flap setting, it should be possible to maintain the
given speed without exerting push or pull forces great.er than
those Listed bcJow when the power and flap setting are varied
in any manner whatsoever.
a. Stick-type controL~—35 pounds push or pull.
b. Wheel-type controh-50 pounds push or pull.”
I-F–2. ‘W the airplane cannot be trimmed at low- speeds
with full use of the trimming deviw, the conditions specified
in item 1 should be met with the airplane trimmed full
ttiilheavy.”
By comparison of the stick-force curves (fig. Z@)) for the
various flap and power conditions the combination of flap-
setting and power changes that }till caueo.the greatest changes
in trim can be determined. At any speed the ditTerence in
forces required for the two extreme conditions at the same
trim setting should not exceed the specified limit.
l?or a complete investigation curves for different trim-tab
settings covering the range of settings required for trim in
the diflerent fliiht conditions should be used. When reliable
curves for different tab settings are not available, the in-
vestigation should be restricted to the determination of
power and flap trim changes with trim tabs neutral. This
investigation may not reveal the most critical conditions,
however, because of the possible variation in trim-tab effec-
tiveness in d.ifEerent flight conditions.
The critical center-of-gravity position for the trim changes
will in most cases be the most forward position rather than
the most rearward position investigated for static stability.
Requirement (1-G) .—Characteristics of the longitudinal
trimming device.
I-G-1. “The trimming device ~hould be capable of reduc-
ing the. elevator control force to zero in steady flight in the
folIowing conditions:
a. Cruisiig conditions-at any speed between high
speed and 12o percent of the minimum speed.
b. Lauding condition-any speed between 120 per-
cent and 14o percent of the minimum speed.”
This item can be investigated for each condition by two
elevator-free curves similar to the curve shown in figure 1.
The curve for maximum tailheavy trim-tab or stabilizer
setting and the curve for the maximum nosehemy setting
should intersect the Cm=O line at two points which cover
the specified range of speeds.
If the trimming clevice is a small tab, the study may be
feasible only in large-scale investigations. It may be pos-
sible, however, to estimate tab effcctivenesa theoretically
from previously accumulatwl drtt a—for ti~amplc, the data
presented in referenco 10 and in the various pnpcra listed
therein as references.
I–G-2. “Unless changed manually, the trimming dcvicc
should retain a given’ setting indefutih’ly.”
Although ihe load on tho trimming device is, of course,
determind hy aerodynamic forces, this rcquircmcnt. (T.-G-2)
is chiefly a problem involving the construction of the full-
scale mcchmism; its investifyition in con.met ion with wiml-
tunnel models will ordin.mily be of no value.
IL Requirements for Lateral Stability and Control
Requirement (II-A} .—Charrtcterist ics of uncontrolled
lateral and directioual motion.
II-A-1. “The con.trol-free lntcral oscilh~tion should til-
ways damp to one-ha]f a.mplitudo within two cyclw.”
H-A-2. “When the ailerons arc dcfkct ccl and rclrnscd
quickly, they should return to their trim position. Any
oscillations of the ailerons tlmnselvcs shtdl huvo disappcrmd
af tcr one cycle.”
II-A-3. “Wlwn the rudder is dcflcchxl and rrlraswi
quiekJy, it should return to its trim position. Any oscilla-
tion of the rudder itself shall have dkwppearcd after onc
cycle.”
In general, wind-tunnel study of this itcm, which is con-
cerned ~;ith tho control-free lateral oscillation and thu oscil-
lations of the lateral control surfaces, is imprtict icablc for
the reasons advanced in the dkcueeion of uncontrolled longi-
tudinal motion. As stated in refcrcnco 1, howwwr, tho
requirement for damping of tho control-frco oscillnt ion is
not. considered critical as a design consideration; experience
to date has imlica ted that lJM uncontroHcd latcral motion
will usually be satisfactory when other rcquircmcnts of fin
area and dihedral are met,
Requirement (.H-B).-Ailcron-c on t rol characteristics
(rudder locked).
II-B-I I “At any given speed, the maximum rolling ve-
locity obtained by abrupt uso of rdcrons should vary
smoothly with the aileron deflection and should bc IIpprox-
imately proportional to the aiIcron deflection .“
Aileron data will be assumed to bo available in the form
shown in figure 7. The milcron twts shouhl Lo mndc for ~11
flap conditions; power-off runs will ordinarily IN su~wicnt,
but the use of the power most commonly associrdwl with
each flap condition would be dcsirable if convenient.
The information necessary for the study of this roquirc-
ment- can .be obtained directly by inspection of the curves
of rolling moment agninst aileron deilcction (fig. 7), which
should be smooth and approsimatcly straight Iincs. For
standard-type ailerons, the aileron-control clmmctcrist ics
should be most carefully considered in the high m@L-of-
attack range. For unusurd latcrakontrol devices, such as
spoilers, the low speeds may not be critical, and cqutd at tcn-
tion should be paid to the moment curves at lower angles of
attack.
II-B-2; ‘The varkit ion or rolling acctilcration with
time following an abrupt control deflcet ion should alvmys
be in the correct direction arid should rca.ch a maximum
value not later than 0.2 second af tw the controls have rmhcd
their given deflection.”
ANALYSIS OF WIND-TUNNEL TESTS IN TERMS
FmrBE T.—Typical aileron curws. Power o~, tJ=O”.
‘lMs requiremcmt, which is intended for spoilers or other
unusual lateral controls that may exhibit lag in the develop-
ment of the rolling moment or initial roUing tendencies in
the wTong direction, need not be given consideration in
tests of airphmes equipped with the convwntional type of
aiIeron.
If necessary, the time ~0 and the initial adverse rolling
moment associated with the action of a lateml-mntrd detice
can be measured in special wind-tunnel tests. Inve@a-
tions of this nature are reported in reference 11.
II–B-3. “The maximum roHing velocity obtained by use
of ailerons alone should be such that the helis angle gener-
ated by the wing tip, PJP’1”, is eqmd to or greater than
0.07 . . “
The helix &gle pb/’2T’for the rolling velocity produced by
a given aileron deflection, the effects of sideslip being neg-
lected, is equal to C’JC% where C, is the rolhg-moment
coefficient result iog from aileron deflection. It may be
necessary to correct the -ralue of Clfl determked from ref-
erence 12 for the section-lift-curve slope of the wing in ques-
(tion i. e., muItiply by Section-lift-mm-e slope per degree0.099 )-
The rolb.g-moment coefieient used should represent the
maximum total ro’bg moment produced by both ailerons
at any one stick position. This position may not represent
tie maximum deflection if the aiIeron effectiveness drops
off noticeably at high deff ections.
hasmuch as 0.07 has been set as an ahsdute minimum
value, any faking, extrapolation, or estimation necessary in
the anal@s should be conservative rather than optimistic.
I’alues of pb~2T” computed from wind-tunnel data are Iikely
to be somewhat higher than full-scale flight wdues. Adverse
yaw at low speeds and wing twist and compressibility at high
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speeds are largdy responsible for this discrepancy. Although
actual consideration of the losses in each case viouId be de-
sirable if practical, an arbitrary correction factor appears LO
offer the simplest means of arrivhg at did flight values
through the use of tunnel data. Several recent attempts at
oordation made at the Langley Laboratory have indicated
that 0.8CJC% may be used as a reasonable approximation
of the ai.qdane pbj2T”.
For example, if the sample airplane has a vring with an
aspect ratio of 6 and a taper ratio of 0.5, reference 12 gi~es
a value of 0.46 for C%. Figure 7 shows the total rolling-
moment coefficient for maximum aiIeron deflection (24° up,
20° down) to be 0.021+0.026=0.047. The estimated air-
()
0.047plane pb/2V, then, is 0.8 ~ =0.082, a satisfactory value.
A curve of pb/2J” plotted ~gainst total aileron deflection is
shown in figure 8. The setting of each aileron for any total
deflection is obtained from a linkage cur-re (fig. 9].
I?’or.combat-type airplanes, rolling velocity in degrees per
second at various speeds is often desirable a.s an e.~ression
of the actual rolling maneuverabikty independent of span.
11-B4. “The -mriation of aileron control force with .
aileron deflection should be a smooth curve. The force
should everywhere be great enough to return the control to
trim position.”
The aileron hinge-moment data of figure 7 can be used to
develop a curve of stick force against aileron deflection.
The 80-percent matium~peed condition and one low-speed
condition should be im%stigated. The requirement that
the control force should everywhere be great enough to
~
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return the control to trim position, aside from ruling out the
possibility of a rev-erml of forces, is not specfic; but in this
case, as in that of item I–B–3, an arbitrary value might be
set as a minimum slope of the curve of stick force against
aileron deflection for a &iven speed,
* From data for the appropriate lift- coefficient, the total
aileron force for an airplane rolling steadily can be com-
putecl as
; p T~bJ;
F.= 57 ~
–d(?
[(
dC%
)(
dCh
+ “%+xAa )1‘d%C,a~–&Aa.
(4)
where Ghdtiand Ch=, me the atieron hinge-moment coefficients
d6aU d8a,
at the given up and down deflections, and ~ and ~ are
the slopes in degrees per foot of the curves of aileron deflec-
tion against stick travel for each aileron at the appropriate
deflection. A linkage curve of this nature is shown as fig-
ure 9, If the. linkage curve is given in terms of angular stick
‘ should be replaced by ‘$ divided
‘eflection 6 *e ‘m %
by the stick length in feet,
The term Aa used in equation (4)isthe change in effective
angle of attack of the downgoing wing. This term has a
positive value and cm be found for a given pb/2T7 as
The length y is the spanwise distance from the fuselage
center line LO a point on the wing. The location of this
point varies with aileron shape and, to a certain extent,
with aspect ratio and taper. & indicated by the results of
unpublished investigations, however, it may be assumed for
most Conventiontd ailerons to bo at 10percent of the aileron
span outboard of the inboard aileron tip. The value of
do,
~ is obtained from curves similar to figure 7 for dif7erent
dC,
angles of attack, Unless uvaries considerably with aileron
z
deflection, an average value may be used throughout the ~a
range.
Figure 8 presents curves obtained by application of this
method to the sample airplane (b= 38.75, V= 13.4, ba=9.88,
:==1.09).
II-B-5. “At every speed below 80 percent of maximum
level-flight speed, it should be possible to obtain the speciiied
value of pb/2V wit bout exceeding the folio wing control-force
Iimits:
a. Wheel-type controls: +80 pounds applied at rim
of wheel.
b. Stick-type controls: &30 pounds applied at grip
of stick.”
The stick force for the r~quh%d pb/2T7,as-determined from
figure 8, ehouId not exceed the given limits. In the present
pb
example., figure 8 shows the force at ~FO.07 to bc
39,9pounds for the high-speed (80 percent maximum speed)
condition.
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Requirement (11-C) .-Yaw duo b ailerons.
“With the rudder locked at 110perccnL of the miuiinum
speed, the sidcslip developed as a r@mlL of full nilcron
deflection shouId not exceed 200.”
Because the amount of sicleslip developed in a full aihmn
roll depends Iargcly upon d,ynamic factors, it has not yet
been found practicable to estimate the sidcslip simply on Lhc
basis of static tunnel test dat.u. The complcto solution
involves the usc of standard dynamic-stnbi]ity equal ions
simiIar to those discussed in rcfcrcnce 6. With tho aid of
certain simplifying assumptions, however, it is possible to
set, up a general expression for tho sideslip as a funcLion of
time
i3=57.3 Lkl+k, COSpt+ks Sill pt
(5)—e~~(k, cos Bt+kh SiUE)]
The angle of sideslip can then be computed by substitution
in the formula for several values of time. The mrmimum
sideslip sbould not exceed 20°. An explanation of the coil-
stant.s and a more complete discussion of tho problcm and
its solution are given in tho appendix.
Tunnel data necessary for the investigate ion of the require-
ment include aileron curves for tho Iow-speed condition
(figs. 7 and 8) and yaw curves similar to those of figure 10
for high and low power conditions, flaps both extended and
retracted, at the lift coefficient corresponding as closely M
possible to 110percent of the minimum epccd in each case.
YowAg-tnmer7t cOefGcien+ Cn Ldwaj- f~ce caaf fic?ent, Cy
i+
c1
E
!9
E
,
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From the aileron curves, the aileron yawing-moment coeffi-
cient C~a and the helix angle pb/2 V for the maximum aileron
deflection can be. found. These values mud the directional-
stabil.ity data obtained from the yaw curves are used in the
determination of the conetarits in equation (5).
Requirement (II-D) .—Limits of rolbg moment due to
sideelip (dihedral eflect).
II-D-1. ‘The rolling moment due to sideslip as measured
by the variation of aileron deflection with angle of sideslip
should vary smoothly and progressively with angle of side-
slip and should every-where be of a sign such that the aileron
is always required to depress the leading wing as the sideslip
is increased. ”
Rolling-moment coefficients can be obtained directly in
yaw tests of the model with neutral ailerons. Curves of Cl
against @ (fig. 10), drawn for idling, cruising, and high
powers, should be smooth and should possess negative slopes
throughout, indicating positive dihedrd effect. The range
of sideslip angles included in the tests should extend at least
100beyond the angle at which maximum rudder deflection
will give trim in yaw.
II–D-2, ‘The variation of aileron stick force with angle
of sidealip should everywhere tend to return the aileron
control to its neutral or, trim position when released.”
This requirement may be investigated by a study of the
stick-free effective dihedral, in a manner similar to that used
in the study of stick-free stability in item I–B-2.
For each of several combinations of left and right aileron
deflections determined by the known aileron linkage, flap-up
and flap-down yaw tests should be made. If practicable
(that is, if the rudder is equipped with remote control), the
rudder should be set as closely as possible for trim in yaw
at euch point.
Curves of hinge-moment and rolling-moment coefficient
against angle of sideslip (as in fig. 10) can be drawn for
various total aileron deflections. - The hinge-moment coeffi-
cient should be the total aileron hinge-moment coefficient
d6
-=+ c, dtiaa dia
Ch% dx ad ~ ~ where the slope ~ is that measured at
the appropriate up or down aileron setting.
The zero hinge-moment points can be s~otted on the Cl
curves in the same manner as the zero elevator hinge-
moment points were spotted on the G. curves in figure 1.
The resulting curve will be a measure of the stick-free
effective dihedral, which should be positive in order to
satisfy the requirement.
H-D-3. “The rolling moment due to sid&lip should
never be so grent that a reversal of rolling velocity occurs
as a result of yaw due to ailerons (rudder locked) .“
Although this requirement actuaIIy demands a theoretical
study similar to that of the yaw due to aileron deflection,
a simple check of tunnel data may be made which shouId
give adequate indication of the ability of the airplane to
meet the requirement. The check should reveal that the
rolling-moment coefficient at the angle of sideslip developed
with full aileron deflection and neutral rudder (determined
in item (II-C?)) is always considerably less than the rolling-
moment coefficient contributed by the full aileron deflection
at zero yaw.
Requirement (II–E) .—Rudder-control chnractcrieties.
II–E-1. “The rudder control should everywhere be sufll-
ciently powerful to overcome the adverse ailmon yawing
moment .“
(The total adverse yawing-morncnt coeficicnt Cm duo to
b
aileron plus (?%~) developed with maximum rdcron clcflcc-
tion in the 110-percent minimum-speed condition, as pre-
viously determined for item (II-C), should always be leas
than the yawing-moment codlicient tit zero yaw contribute.1
by maximum opposite rudder drfiection.
11–?i&2. “The rudder control should bc su~cicntly pmvcr-
ful to maintain directional control during take-ofl and
landing.”
The problem of rudder control near the ground will or&
narily be most critical on the t-akc-ofl at t.hc high-pmvcr
low-speed condition. In this attitude (with the flaps set [o
the prescribed angle for ta.ko-off ] the rudder drflcct.iou ncccs-
sary for C.= Oand (7Y= Ois found. This required dcficct ion
should not approach too closely the maximum arailaldo
travel.
In figure 10,for example, the airphmc shows simull tincous
trim in yaw and lateral force with 15° right ruddm dcficction
at 8.5° left sideslip. This amount of sidcsIip is normal in
the take-off of a highly powered singbengim airphmw
AIthough grouncl effect as related to this rcquirmwnt. may
merit further study, thfi information availahlc at pnwcnt
appears to inclicate that the requirement may bc invest igat cd
with sufikic.nt accuracy with no ground rcpmscnt nt ion.
II-E-3.“On airplnnes with two or more mgims, lhc
rudder control should bo sufllcicntly pmvrrful to pro vidc
equilibrium of yawing moments wt zero sidcslip at till speeds
above 110 percent of the minimum take-off speed wilh my
one engine inoperative (propcllm in low pitch) and 1hc othcr
tigine or engines developing fu]l r~tcd power.”
For the spccfied power conditions, ilaps in hdcc-ofl posit ion,
curves of C= and Cb, similar to those” of figure 1(1should bo
drawn for clWerent. rudder defhcticms 8L the 11O-pmwnt
minimum-speed at titudc. Yawing monwnt shouhl cqutd
zero at a rudcler deflection well within the Ihnits of trnvcl.
The Kinoperat.ive” engine shouhl IM the onc the fa ilurr of
which would cause the rna.simum asymmetry of thrust.
It should be run at windmilling rather thm al. idling powm.
Reference 13may be used as an aid in setting up test condi-
tions to sinudatc the action of a drad mginr bring turned
by a propeller.
II-W. “The rudder control in conjunction with [ho
other controls of the airplaP,e shoukl providr the required
spin-recovery characteristics. ”
Examination of this quality by means of usunl wind-
turmel programs is not feasible.
II-E--5. “Right rudder force should always lx required
to hold right rudder deflections, and left rudder force should
always be required to hold left rudder deflections. ”
This requirement may be considered satisfactorily met if
a curve of C, against ISfor C~, = O (as shown spotted on fig. 1O)
shows a reversal in the sign of Cm only wlmo it posscw?s
a positive slope. Although a stable slope of this curve would
be desirable throughout the sideslip range, i~ is not considered
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absolutely sssential provided the curve does not cross the
zero ordinate at any point at which its slope indicates
instability.
In the event that hinge trim-tab deflections appear neces-
sary for reduction of pedal forces in straight flight, the pos-
sibility of a force re~ersal with the required tab setting
should be considered.
11–?3-6. “The rudder forces required to meet the above
rudder-control requirements should not exceul 1S0 pounds
(tiim tabs neutral).”
The highest pedal force computed from the rudder hinge-
moment coefficients associated with the deflections necessary
to meet the foregoing rudder-control requirements should be
less than 180 pounds.
Requirement (11–F).—~awing moment due to s&&p
(&rectional stability).
II-F-1. “The yawing moments due to sideslip (rudder
fixed) should be sutlkient to restrict the yaw due to aiIerona
to the limits specified in requiranent (II-C-1) .“
This item is included in consideration of requirement
(II-c!).
H-F-2. “The yawing moment due to sideshp shonId be
such that the rudder ahvays moves in the correct direction;
i. e., right rudder should be required for left sidedip and kft
rudder should be required for right sideslip. For angles of
sideslip between + 15”, the angle of sideslip should be sub-
st antially proportional to the rudder deflection.”
A cume of 6, against ~ can be plotted for C= = O (fig. 11),
supplying the necessary information for both portions of this
requirement, The words “lef t“ and “right” shouId be inter-
preted as being relative to the normal trim point, inasmuch as
rudder-neutral trim may not occur at zero sidkdip in some
power conditions.
In order that the curve of& against p may be more truly
representative of the variation in actual flight, a correction
to the rudder deflection should be made for the yawing
moment associated with the aileron setting required for
bakmce at each angle of sideslip.
II-F–3. “The yawing moment due to sideslip (rudder free)
should be such that the airplane will always tend to return to
zero sideslip regardless of the angle of side&p to which it has
be.su forced.”
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FIGCZE 11.–Varistfon of trbn rudder dedection with angle of sbieslip.
The rudder<ree curves drawn for item II-II-5 (fig. 10)
supply the necessary information for this requirement. As
already mentioned, a stable slope is not demanded at every
angle of sideslip; but the signs of the yawing-moment coefil-
cient must not reverse in an unstable direction.
In tests of wind-tunrd modek in yaw, data should be
considered for sideslip angles extending at least as far as 10°
or 15° beyond the angle at which the maximum rudder de&c-
tion will provide trim because an airplane may be forced
accident ally to angles of this magnitude. The characterist ica
of the curves at greater arglea of sideslip are of no concern in
flight, inasmuch as the angles represent attitudes impossible
for the airplane to attain.
A considerable amount of testing and computing time may
be sa~ed by eliminating test points at high positive sidedip
angIes tith large amounts of right rudder deflections, and at
high negative angka with Iarge left rudder deflections.
11-F4. ‘The yawing moment due to sideslip (rudder free
with airplane trimmed for straight flight on swyrnmetric power)
should be such that straight flight can be maintained by eide-
dipping at every speed abo~e 140 percent of the minimum
Bpeed with rudder free with extreme asymmetry of power
possible by the loss of one engine.”
A yaw ted in the 140-percent mininmm~peed att itude witli
the rudder free to float seems to be the most direct approach
to the study of this requirement. ‘With the rudder trim tab
set for straight flight on symgetric power, the model should
be operated with all motors simulating full rated power ex-
cept the one, failure of which would result in the greatest
cqmunetry of power. This outboard engine should simulate
the vrinddling condition.
Typical curves of yawing-moment and roiling-moment
coefficients measured in the rudder-free yaw run are shown
in @e 12. From aileron curves similar to those of &we 7,
the total deron deflection required to balance the rolling
moment at each angle of sideslip and the yavr@-moment
ooefiicient C,= assciated with the total deflection can be
found. A curve of – Cm=is then superposed on the C. curve
of figure 12. In order for the requirement to be met, the
(?X curre miist cross the P==O axis and the curves of 0,
and —L?==must intersect.
Requirement (H-G) .JCross-wind force characteristics.
‘The variation of mo=--ivind force tith sideslip angle, as
measured in steady sideslips, should everywhere be such
that right bank accompanies right sidedip and left bank
accompanies left sides~p.” .
Inspection of the yaw curves should show that the aIope of
the curve of C, against 13is negative, as is indicated in figure 10.
Requirement (11-H} .-Pit&ing moment due to sideslip.
“h measured in steady aideslip, the pitching moment due
to sidedip should be such that not more than 1° ele~ ator
movement is required to maint ain longitudinal trim at 110 per-
cent of the minimum speed when the rudder is mowd 5° right
or left from its [original] position for straight flight.”
At the lift coefficient corrwponding to 110 percent of the
minimum speed, the trim rudder deff ection for each power
condition can be found as in item 11–I&2. For a rudder
deflection .&st 5° to the left and then 5° to the right of the
trim setting, and at the angle of sidesLip for C==O in each
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case, the pitching-moment coefficient should not be sufE-
cientIy difFerent from the pitch~&g-moment coefficient at the
trim point to account for a ditlerence of more than 1° elevator
deflection. The angles of sideslip involved are relatively
small; it appears, therefore, that the use of elevator effec-
tiveness data for unyawwd flight (fig. 1, for example) is
justified.
Requirement (11-1).-Powcr “of rudder and aileron trim-
ming devices.
IT-I-I. “Aileron and rudder trimming devices should be
provided if the rudder or aileron forces required for straight
flight at any speed between 120 percent of the minimum
speed and the matium speed exceed 10 percent of the
maximum values spedied in requirements (11-B-5) and
(11-1%6), respectively, and unlms these forces at cruising
speed are substantially zero.”
The rudder hinge-moment coefficients for straight flight at
the specified speeds are obtained from .ymv curves (fig. 10),
the method of item 11-%2 being used for the determination
of straight-flight conditions. The rolling-moment coe.fli-
cient for each straight-flight attitude appears on the same
curves. The aiIeron settings required for trim in roll and
the hinge-moment coefficients for theso deflections are
determined from aileron curves (fig. 7).
If the difference between the maximum and minimum
forces computed from the aileron hinge-moment data exceeds
8 pounds at the rim of a wheel or 3 pounds at the grip of a
stick, the provision of an aileron trimming mechanism
should be recommen ded. A similar reccmnnendation should
be made for a rudder trimming device if the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum rudder forces exceeds
18 pounds. If the forcee at the cruising condition are not
substantially zero but the variations fall tithin the desired
limits, the trim can be changed by rigging md tabs need not
be recommended.
II-I-2. %fultiengine airplanca should possws rudder rind
aileron trimming devices sufhiently powerful, in addition,
to trim for straight flight at speeds in excms of 140 pcrcant
of the minimum speed with maximum mymnmtry of engine
power,”
It is presumed that if ai~eron tabs am supplied for tho
model, data will be obtained in some form permitting cm-
struction of curves similar to t.hom shown in figure 13. For
this requirement, as for requirement II-D-2-, the hinge-
moment and. rolling-moment cocflicieats are for the com-
bined settings of both ailerons; thcec aikon data need not
be obtained with the specified asymmetric power, unhws tho
cm&u.ration is such that the milerons and tfibs mny bc in-
fluenced significantly by engine operation.
The rolling-moment coefficient -due to asymmetric power
C1l can be measured in the straight-flight attitude repre-
senting 140 percent of the minimum speed with the model
motors representing the condition of maximum asymmetry
of power. “For this measurement, the rudder should bc set
to provide approximately C.= O. A tab sc~ting within the
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limits of travel should provide zero hinge-moment at an
aileron deflection required to balance this amount of rolling.
On figure 13, for exarup~e, a tab angle of approsirnatdy 10°
meets tie requirement.
A sirnihir procedure can be used for the rudder. It might
be desirable, if feasible, to study the requirement in a more
direct manner by making straight-flight measurwnmts of
rollii-moment and yawing-moment coeffi~ents at various
tab settings with rudder and properly Iinked ailerons free
to float. The requirement would then be met if Cmand Cl
were found to equal zero at points within the limits of tab
travel.
Because the study of this item depends on the action of
small tabs, the investigation of this requiremmt will probably
be adviaable only on modeLs of fairly large scale.
II–I–3. “Urdess changed manualIy, the trimming device
should retain a given setting indeiigitely.”
This item does not appear suited for nornd wind-tunnel
investigation.
111. Stalling characteristics
111-1. “The approach of the complete stall should make
itself unmistakably evident through any or W of the follow-
ing conditions:
FL.The instability due to staling shouId develop in a
graduaI but unmistakabb manner.”
Tuft studies appear to bo mandatory in connection with
this phase of the investigation and -ivith the stalling problem
in generaL Information concerning the flow phenomena and
hence, to some extent, the behavior of the airplane at the
stall can be acquired from observations of the action of
tufts on the model as the angle of attack is increased untd
the complete stalI is reached. The development of insta-
bility is usually graduaI when stalling appears &t at the
wing roots and spreads gradually forward and outward in
such a manner that the flow over the ailerons is the htst
to become disturbed.
b. “The elevator pfl force and rearward travel of the
control cohunn should markedly increase.”
The curve of elevator stick force against airspeed (fig. -2(b))
and the curve of elevator deflection against lift coe.flicient
(tlg. 2 (a)) should each show a marked increase in elope as the
stalling speed is approached.
c. “Buffeting and shaking of the airplane and ccmtrds
produced either by a gradual breakdown of flow or
through the action of some rmchanicaI -mmning device
should provide umniatakable mrning before insta-
bility deveIops.”
This item is best studied in the wind tunnel through the
tuft observations. Tuft behavior, for emmple, that indi-
cates an initial flow breakdown near the -wing center section
and, consequently, turbulence in the flow over the taiI, is
usually an indication that tail btieting will be present. If
a meohanicaI stall-vmrning device is intended for use on the
airplane, the angle of attack at which the instrument gives
its vmrning should be appreciably 10VW than the amgle at
which the tunnel results indicate that instability will develop.
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III-2. “~ter the complete stall has developed, it should
be possible to reccrmr promptly by normal use of controk.”
UwhanicaJ difficulties and the present- lack of correlative
tih the value of any quantitative tunneldata tend to d.
measurements beyond the stall. However, the tendencies
suggested by measwements of pitchirg moment through the
stall may be of some use in consideration of this requirement;
that is, the direction and sharpn- of pitching-moment
breaks at and beyond the std, and the apparent degree of
control effectiveness beyond the stdl~Shotid bear a direct
relationship to the possibihty of recovery from stalled ilight.
Further investigation may be required as to the nature and
consistency of this relationship.
III-3- “The three-point hmding attitude of the airplane
should be such that rolling or yating moments due to
stalling, not easily checked by controls, should not occur in
Ianding, either three-point or with tail-first attitude 2°
greater than that for three-point contact.”
The angle of attack corresponding to the three-point
ground M@e of the airplane can be determined from drawings
of the complete airplane. The angle of attack at which tuft
studies indicate bad stalling in the flapdo=, idling-power
condition should be more than 2° greater than the ground
angle.
“CONCLUDING”REMAR~
AR attempt has been made in the prwnt paper to present
methods of analysis of wind-tunnel tests in terms of flying
quaIities of airplanes. The suggested methods have hem ... . ___
presented in an efFort to demonstrate th~ practicability of
this type of analysis and aka to stinmkte. interest and
discussion among design and test persormeL It is hoped
that with the cooperation of interested groups, the present
methods dl be extended, improved, refined, and—most
important-proved by application and corrdat.ion.
In the present rather general treatment of the subject, it
has naturaIIy been impossible to cover mmsual cases that
may require special treatment. If, for example, an airplane
is known to be provided with some mechati’cal device that
irdluences the control forces in certain maneuvem although
the measured items in the wind tunnel show no effect, this
device should be considered in the study of the relevant
requirements. In short, every eflort should be made to
regard the subject of the investigation as an actual flying
airplane and not as a scaled-up reproduction of a model.
In conck.ion, it is believed that wind-tunnel tests of
powered models can, if properly analyzed, be used to examine
the flying qualities of airplanes and to determine the extent
to which any particular airplane will satisfy requirements for
satisfactory stability, cantrol, and handling characteristics
in fight. It is recommended that this type of “testing,
analysis, and presentation of data be generaIIy employed in
wind tunnels engaged in testing airphme models for stability
and control. -
L.MiGLEY MiXORLAL AERONAWHCAL LABORATORY,
hTm?roNALADVISOBY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 1, 194S.
APPENDIX
SIDESLIPIN AILERONMANEUVERS
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
The fo]lowing terms, in addition to those previously
defined, are us.e~ in the computation of the sideslip angle:
yawing-moment coefficient due to yawing
yawing velocity, radians per second
radius of gyration about 7~axis, feet
(nzkz’=Yawing moment of inertia)
anglb of bank, radians
lateral-stability derivatives in terms of unit
moment of inertia of airplane
Tho value of (?np for the appropriate angle of attack is
found by -the US? of reference 12. Reference 14. may be
used for the estimation of C.,.
SIDE9LIP FORMULA
As stated in item (II-C), the angIe of sidealip developed
by a conventional airplane in a rudder-fied aileron roll may
be exprwa~-d as
@=57.3 [k,+k, cos pt+k, sin @-e” (k, cos Bt+k6 sin Bt)]
(5)
where
pb
c,. FjV-1-C.a
k,==
57.3 ~
k4=k1+k2
k,=pv ~~- --
After the constants have been evaluated, the sideslip angle
may be determined for any value of time by substitution in
equation (5). This substitution should be made for half-
second or smaller intervals covering a range of time sufficient
S40
to allow the airplane to reach an angle of bank of 90° (or lees
in the case of an extremely large airplane).
DISCUSSION
The angles of bank rwwhcd in a full-aileron roll arc far too
large to permit the use of the usual assumption that d=siu #.
The custmmary solution must thereforo bo further complicated
by the introduction of the sim of the rmglc in thu equations
of motion.
The expression presented herein oflcrs a somewhat
simplified solution but suflws a corrcspcmding loss in nc-
curacy. The greatest possilh source of error lb iu tlw
fact that the derivation assumes the airplano to Lo rolling
at a steady rate. The error introduced by neglect of IIN
small initial period of acceleration is not believed tu tw
serious. If, however, the tissurnption is applied to an air-
plane ~th pronounced spiral instability, it may l.w cou-
siderably in error after sovcral seconds. becauso tho rolling
velocity of the nirplano would be increasing mthcr than
remaining constant. Although tho error in the ~sumcd
rolling velocity would lead to errcmcous vrduu of mmpu tccl
sidealip angles (indicating a peak rather than an m-m-. _
incrwwing sideslip), it is believed thaL, for conventional
airplanes with reasonably effective aihxous, the brevity of
the maneuver will permit the use of this method with rmson-
able accuracy.
The probable inaccuracy introduced by nonlinearity of the
yawingyrnoment curves can be minimized by selection of an
average value of $# over a range, for examplq of 10°10–10°
of sideslip. Ordh~arily, an airplane that meets rcquircmcn(
II-F–2= will exhibit yaw curves sufficiently lim~ar to permit
the use of this method with reasonaldo accuracy. lf the
curve-s. ‘are coneiderably nonlinem over the rimgo of 15° tu
– 15°of siddip, tho use of constant slopcs may result h
appreciable error, either by this method or by more rigorous
conventional solution of tho complete cqmit ions, In tha L
event, a more exact solution could, if desired, bo obtained
through the use of a step-by-step proccduro such as that
described in refercnco 15.
The effect of the lateral-force dmivativc, whirh is rclativcly
small, is neglected. The equations upon which the solution
is based are
w%-”
$=13Nfl+riV,+N0
where
#=pt
and F is expressed in radians.
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The equations may be combined and expressed as
The solution for s then becomw
P=y(h,*+%(k,~+@)[(h*b–p’) cm pt–p (A2+h}sin pt]
* [(p’– h~9) s~ p~–p O1+M Coszm+ V(x,’+:y(i,’+p )
(6)
where Al and Aaare roots of the equation
or
and Cl and Cz are constants determined from the knowledge
d~
that ~ and ~ are both eqmd to zero Then t=O. The equa-
tion (6)for sideslip may be used for any distinct wduee of
k, and IWother than zero. For a conventionrd airplane with
even sIightly better than neutrrd directional stability, how-
ever, the term h’? —4N5 W-Ube negative, and the roots will
take the form A+ Bi. Substitution of these roots for Al
and ~ results in the expression
Awa.,=h+h COSPt+ka Sill Pf
—eAC(ki cos B&Fk6 sin Bt)
It should be noted, then, that if the term ~7–WP is
positive, the intermediate expression invol~ Al and Xz
must be used instead of the final expression given in item
(II-C) in terms of ~ and 11.
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